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Name one women you appreciate in the UCC community 
and explain why?
I appreciate every single woman who works at the school. 
These are some of the woman I have interactions that have 
in some way touched my life.

There are too many: Sophia Berezovsky (leadership); Sarah 
Khalanski (intellect); Jane Li (grit); Catherine Erb (work 
ethic); Judith McDonnell (from the heart); Jillian Levene 
(steadfastness): Bina Evana (warmth); Jessica Resnick 
(knowledgeable); Vesna Krstich (her ability to synthesize 
knowledge from various language domains); Anne Kaye 
(connections with the boys); Jyoti Sehgal (connecting us to 
the real world); Mari Roughneed (rigour in academia); 
Natasha Mosdossy (educator is in her essence); Zulay 
Rodriguez (epitome of balance); Jen Wells (supportive): 
Kathryn Barnes (confidence); Julia Rosenfield ("juggler"); 
Chandra Boon (thinker); Tayyabah (calm and steady); 
Jennifer Ferguson (warmth and expertise), Lorraine Fernan-
dez (warmth); Bronya Fareman (frank); Heather Matthews 
(thoroughness); Sandra Fulford (commitment to our 
underrepresented boys); Tricia Rankin (welcoming); Nadia 
Powell (courage); Colleen Papulkas (organization); Eleni 
Andreopoulos (managing abilities); Timea Godor (commu-
nication skills); Laurie Fraser (care); Linda Carvalho (feminin-
ity); Barbara Beecroft (she's got it all); Gaby Lacayo (is there 
a kinder person in this world ?) All women holding 
positions of responsibility who tirelessly work giving to the 
school so that the rest of us can be our best.

I hope I have not missed anyone.
... and Mary-Michaele Lowndes - the pioneer, who set the 
path for all of us.with, and is a high calibre professional. I am 
constantly trying to be more like her in my own work

Describe a moment where a particular woman in your life made 
you feel supported or inspired
Most significant -- discussions about being a working mother.

At lunch in UDH - sitting with Judith McDonnell. I had just found 
out my son had a complex learning profile. I shared with Judith, "I 
don't know what to do". She said simply"Just love him".

Mary Michaele-Lowndes "You have one chance

Every. Single. Day.

A colleague of mine at grad school, Ana Luiza Lacerda, is an excep-
tionally well read, experienced, and wicked smart Brazilian educator 
focused on practical questions of how schools can be used for social 
progress in the most challenging spaces. Her approach to learning 
and work is inspiring both in it's rigour/depth and in its purpose.

When Mrs.Hogan raised her child and taught us at the same time 
from home

A few years ago, I was struggling a lot with my level 8 piano exam. 
So my mom decided to help me. Every piano class, she would take 
notes and review them afterwards with me, as well as guiding me 
with practising piano every day for several hours. In the end, I scored 
a 86, and I think a large credit of this would go to my mother.

when my mom helped me study for a test.

Ms Marshall hosting season captain's meetings at school was very 
inspiring. The meetings that she put together gave me a new 
perspective on what it means to be a leader, sports team or other-
wise, and inspired me to do the best I can in a position of leadership 
whether it is official or unofficial.

Just this year, in an Assembly, when Ms. Marshall explained so vividly 
the importance of not judging female athletes using male 
constructs.

Inspired by the International Women's day, we 
would like to show our appreciation to the 
women inside our community. 

Not knowing the answer to a technical issue of receipting 
a donation, I turned to Joanne who instantly focused her 
energies on my little problem, when she had numerous 
bigger problems to solve in her own work stream.

On April 17, 2020 in the midst of the most severe part of 
the lockdown last year, Sarah wrote a very profound and 
moving piece to the College’s Advancement team talking 
about how our UCC community matters, especially so, in 
uncertain times. I keep it on my desk and read it every so 
often when I need a lift.
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At the College I've been fortunate to learn from some pretty incredible people. This passage will be dedicated to a few who've 
made a significant impact on me and who I've learned from. Coming from a small town in Cleveland, OH the shift to a classroom 
in Toronto was unnerving. One of my very first meaningful interactions I had with a teacher at UCC was Ms. Levene. Ms. Levene 
went out of her way (aware of my circumstances) to engage me. She would not pull an "are you ok?" but rather was incredibly 
perceptive and picked up on the smallest things. When concepts were foreign and I tried to suppress my reaction, she picked up 
on body language and would repeat the content despite the groans of the class who had learned it in the prep years ago. When it 
was 2:30PM and the boys in my class were slowly losing it she would suddenly shift, making a connection from the material to a 
story from her youth, bringing us to the edge of our seat. Ms. Levene taught me through her stories to engage with as many 
humans as possible, to learn from the people around you and to get out of your comfort zone. That the uncomfortable will 
ultimately develop you to not only be an open-minded human but to posses humility. Ms. Levene empowered a young Y8 and 
many of my peers into the Upper School.

I also had extensive interactions with Ms. Barnes when I first arrived. With big dreams early, goals were not eyed suspiciously but 
encouraged. An attitude of "lets do it" settled in and once it did it made the work and the process manageable. With real-engaging 
support I was able to stay on top of pursuits and passions. Nonetheless, Ms. B was straightforward and direct. Her BS and no 
shortcuts approach was received well and it helped contribute to a strong work ethic I was able to carry throughout my years in 
the Upper School. And in that process, a flow of communication continued and evidenced Ms. B's passionate nature and wishes 
for her students to succeed. Ms. Rosefield was impactful to me too. I learned that if you respect the person, the space, and the 
environment, that it is often reciprocated. Ms. Rosefield would let me work late in the CFL when I had late practices and lifting 
sessions in Scarborough. She would trust me to lock up and supervise some of the boys who worked there and always asked me 
how I was doing. She would never give me false or fake answers back but was truthful and open, a relief from most of the dialogue 
students have with adults. Her background and subsequently where she is now is a testament to her hard work and relentless-
ness. Thanks, Ms. Rosefield.

In my latter years, specifically in the IB programme itself I've also been blessed with dedicated educators. In English, Ms. Crawford 
has been instrumental to shaping some good ideas into quality answers. Professionalism which she carries into every class 
garners a deep respect from her students. I often tell my buddies it is incredible to watch her interact with the guys in our class, 
no matter how you act, how you are doing in her class, or what you've done of late, she gives everyone the same equal treatment. 
If you haven't been the best guy the last few classes but need extra help? No problem. Ms. Crawford will help with whatever you 
need and answer to the best of her ability. Not only that, but is also extremely prompt in correspondence despite a heavy class 
load and other initiatives. Additionally, her passion in the content is clearly displayed as she has gone out of her way on various 
occasions to recruit experts on current material to directly speak with our class and answer questions (going excruciating 
lengths)!
Ms. Wells is probably one of the most consistent people I know. I've had her in math the past two years and the consistency which 
she brings to every class and extra help meetings is frankly incredible to watch. No matter what the circumstance Ms. W always 
goes on teaching and subsequently cares deeply for each of her students (hail brownie days). In all seriousness, the math depart-
ment supposedly has a set schedule for all our classes. Ms. W has evaded it more than once because boys either didn't under-
stand or she wanted to make sure certain content was driven home. And despite the online setting for more than a year she has 
been what she would call us, a "rockstar," and has showed up to every class with an enthusiastic attitude despite the fact that 
many of us were just drained. Nonetheless, her upbeat nature naturally picked us up and motivated us.
I would also like to mention the LDH staff. It may have been a few years since I've been down there but despite the craziness 
every-time I checked out a snack or drink (boxed water, not sure what I was doing) I was ALWAYS greeted with positivity. I always 
asked "how is everything?" and always got a smile back and a "good, thank you." Whenever I thought about answering "I'm ok" or 
"doing fine" when I had a few tests that day or only a few hours of sleep or something was going on in my life I thought about the 
relentless positivity which they displayed and carried everyday. "Im doing great!" How could I not answer that after my interactions 
with the staff down there.



Mrs.Hogan as she is dealing with teaching at school and raising her child during covid 
which is a struggle.

I don't know many staff members in the UCC community yet, as I'm new to the school, but 
I really appreciate and admire Ms. Marshall. I think her organization skills are really excep-
tional and has a great balance between being firm and humorous.

Ms.Metalin who is my form advisor. I appreciate all of the work she puts in to make sure we 
have something to do during our advising periods. Also whenever I send her an email she 
responds very quickly which is helpful and appreciated

Ms Marshall. I've gotten closer with Ms Marshall in the past couple of years, and as such I 
have gotten to know an extremely compassionate, supporting, dedicated woman who 
strives to see her students succeed. Ms Marshall has mentored me in several areas, namely 
leadership and decision-making, and has undoubtedly helped me to become a better 
young man all around.

Joanne Weedmark - Joanne has worked quietly behind the scenes to really advance the 
College, and at the same time, enhance the student experience. As our Director of Annual 
Giving, she has galvanized the UCC family to contribute over $1.5 million each year to 
various projects and programs that have enriched the lives of our boys. She does this with 
little fanfare or recognition believing in the principle of always accepting responsibility and 
always deflecting credit. As a colleague of Joanne's, I feel happy to have crossed paths such 
a hard working, generous woman who seems to always have time for others.

Fiona Marshall: Ms. Marshall has a demanding, complex job which she executes with 
uncommon good sense and compassion. She is the honest, heartfelt embodiment of the 
College's values and truly cares that every boy in the Upper School prospers.

Sarah Robertson. In addition to having to live with Dave McBride, Sarah leads the fundrais-
ing team at UCC with uncommon good sense and grace. It is amazing how effectively she 
galvanizes a small group of women and men to do big things for UCC.
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word collage of positive/unique traits a female member of a community has displayed


